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Introduction 

A solution to a similar problem has been given 
previously' in which the magnetic field was generated 
by two sheet currents varying as cosine theta. One 
sheet current was located at the boundary between the 
innermost cylinder and the middle cylinder of struc- 
tural material. The other sheet was located at the 
boundary between the middle cylinder and the outermost 
cylinder of structural material. The present note 
addresses the problem of improving the representation 
of the magnet excitation by replacing the two current 
sheets with a thick cosine theta current distribution 
in the middle structural region. 

Equation for Elastic Displacement 

If z is the displacement vector and the body 
forces are derived from the Lorentz force then* 

VxVx?i-Z=+(V.~)=2~x~ l-2v E ' (1) 

where E is Young's Modulus,_v is Poisson's ratio, 3 
is the current density and B is the magnetic induction. 

Generalized Plane Strain Approximation 

For simplicity consider only the case for which 
u z= EZZz with Ess = constant. The remaining compo- 
nents are considered to be functions of (r,H> only. 
This is consistent with an excitation in which J, is 
the only component of current density. Hence Eq. (1) 
becomes 

2 -6 +$(rur)+-$z 

1 [ I m-&e.J E sB6, (2) 
where 

(4) 

Force on Thick Cosine Theta Conductor 

By definition a thick cosine theta conductor 
carries an axial current between two radii (b,c) with 
a current densfty that varies as 

Jz=JocosB. (emu) (5) 

From this it follows3 that 

i 

-! 
JsB6-:.J% 4r-3h-b3rd2 -1 (l+cos28), (emu) (6) 

J,B,-!J,' 1 side, C--d (7) 

where for convenience in these and subsequent formu- 
las 

X=ct$c3-b3)r-2 
3 s ' (8) 

*Operated by the Universities Research Association, 
Inc., under contract with the Energy Research and 
Development Administration. 

the radius of the iron shield being rs. 

Form of Solution 

Equations (6) and (7) indicate that the form of 
the displacement within the conductor may be taken as 

ur=Po(r)+P2(r)cos2f3 ue=Q2(r)sin26 (9) 

Substituting into Eqs. (2-3) gives 

-2-$(?)+ y &(rP2)--$i &(rQ2)]:? Q,= 

i;L-3X+b r 3 -2 
-l , 
-J 

where again for convenience 

Solutions of the Homogeneous Equation 

In general these solutions are of the form 

Po=Arml+Br P2=CrP Q2=DrP 

where p is found by substituting into Eqs. (11-12) 
to obtain 

[4-S(p'-l)]C+Z[p+l-8(p-l)]D=O (15) 

2[-p+l+H(p+l)]C-[p2-l-4S]D=O 

The determinant of the coefficients is 

A(p)=B(p2-l)(p2-9). 

Setting this equal to zero gives p = ?l, 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(16) 

(17) 

t3. Hence 
there are four solutions which must be added together 
to give 

P2=-Dir-SD2r -1 2-S 3 -3 - - l-28 D3r +D4r ' (18) 

Q2=Dlr+D2r -l+D r3+D rm3 3 4 . (19) 

Thus the homogeneous solutions are seen to be identical 
in form with those found previously' after it is 
recognized that (ur = 1 Grlnr, uH = Gre) the solution 
describing pre-tension%ay also be added. 

Particular Solution 

Since each term of the RHS of Eq. (10) is of the 
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form B-d, one may take for Po in Eq. (9): Po = Arp. 
Adding the contributions for q = 1, 0, -2 gives 

P = qLr3-Xr2+b3]. 
0 82 (7.0) 

IP, \ 
For the remainder of the solution one may take 

rp corresponding to F 0 ' rq as a term on 

I& of Eqs. (11-12). Suisiituting into Eqs. (11-12) 
and inverting gives p = q+2 and 

-p2+1+4B 

-2C-P+l+B(p+l)l 

Note that the q-values of interest are q = 1, 0, -2 or 
p = 3, 2, 0. Equation (21) can only provide solutions 
for p = 2, 0 since p = 3 gives A(3) = 0. In this case 
one considers 

P2= (A+Blnr)r3 Q = (C+Dlnr)r 3 
2 . (22) 

Substituting these into Eqs. (11-12) yields terms in 
r and rlnr. The terms in rlnr vanish in both equations 
if 

(l-2B)B+(2+)D=O. (23) 

Equating the remaining coefficients of r then gives 
two equations which when subtracted yields 

(24) 

Thus 

,=-L!F! 
68 (l-2$) (25) 

Using these values for (B, D) the two equations for 
(A, C) are identical. Since (A, C) are coefficients 
of r3 terms already Included in the homogeneous solu- 
tion one may choose one relation between A and C 
arbitrarily. Let C = -2A for convenience. Then 

. 
A=- &;(1-9@-fi2) C=$&1-98-82). (26) 

Displacement 

The incremental displacements to be added to the 
homogeneous terms are from Eqs. (20-26) 

I 

Aur =i:$r3-Ar2+b3+[-$(1-28)b3-$(3+2P)Xr2 

L 

-&(l-9@~2)r3+&2-B)r31nr1cos28 , 

3 
(27) 

Aue=~.$(2-")b3+5(2+3B)hr2 
I 

7 +&(l-9&g2)r3-$(l-2E)r31nr)sin28. (28) 
I 

Stress 

The incremental strain to be added to the homo- 
geneous solution is found from Eqs. (27-28) using 
Eqs. (61-63) of Ref. (1). Then using Eqs. (48-50) 
from Ref. (1) one has after inverting 

“rr 
= &&BAs&WA@ 

Aa ee= ~[-~(~-B)AE~~+~BAE~~I 

*'x-e = & ACERB . 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

The result is 

bar-r'& k 
I 

-$(l-2@)r2+i(2-38)hr-$(2-8)b3r-1 

+ [- L(2-@)b3re1 ' 
6 

-+2+138)hr 

- &(l-llB)r2]cos28' 
1' J 

*a =EE 
ee 1+w 8 

i 

-i(3-2B)r2+$(4-38)hr+igb3r-1 

+[gb r ' 3 -l+ $j (4+B)),r 

-&(3+5~+282)r2-(l-B)r21nrlcos28 , 

I 

Aure=& i -tBb 
i 

3 -'+& (8+7B)Ar r 

7 

Boundary Conditions 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Since the form of the solution of the,homogeneous 
equation is identical with that of Ref. (1) one may 
utilize Eqs. (55-65) of that reference. To these 
equations add the particular solutions found here to 
give the correct expressions for displacement, strain 
and stress. Apart from the special condition related 
to pre-tension and discussed in Ref. (1) the boundary 
conditions are as follows: 

At r=a, the innermost radius arr (35) 

At r=b 

At r=c 

.(+) _ (J-4 = .(+I _ ,(-I = * 
rr rr re re 

"(+) _ "(--) = "(+I _ "(-) =o 
r r 8 e 

,(+I _ .(-) = .(+I _ ,(-) = 0 
rr rr r0 rt3 

“(+I _ “(4 Ei “(+) _ “(-) = 0 
r r e e 

(38) 

At r=d, the outermost radius rr .(-) = Q .= 0 

Use of the Virial Theorem 

(40) 

The virial theorem as discussed in Ref. (1) is 
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used to obtain enough conditions to permit the longi- 
tudinal strain ~ss to be determined. The only change 
here is to evaluate the ma netic energy and the Maxwell 
stress tensor using fields' for the thick cosine theta 
conductor. Hence the virial theorem becomes 

(orr+uee+o,z)rdrd~ = 

I 

-$c4-b4)+[c+(c3-b3)ri2](c3-b3) 

-b3(c-b) 

1 

. (dynes) (41) 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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